Renewable Energy Certificates
Simplify Achieving ESG Goals

Enterprises of all sizes are setting climate goals to offset their greenhouse gas emissions, only to find it’s much easier said than done. Lack of experienced resources as well as navigating complex contracts or pricing can make purchasing renewable energy challenging for small and mid-sized businesses.

CoreSite’s Renewable Energy Certificates product takes the complexity out of your environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) initiative for reducing your carbon footprint. Our Renewable Energy Certificates:

- Can scale to most license volumes and term lengths
- Are available for fixed or metered power licenses in all regions
- Can be Green-E certified or RE100 complaint
- Primarily sourced from wind and solar

SIMPLIFIES SUSTAINABILITY
Renewable energy claims must be backed by a renewable energy certificate. With our Renewable Energy Certificates product, you will receive an attestation statement in just 30 days.

A CUSTOMIZED, TURN-KEY SOLUTION
The CoreSite Renewable Energy Certificates product is designed to make it easy for you to go green. When CoreSite facilitates REC purchasing – you take another step towards reaching your ESG milestones.

RECs are scalable by 1000 kWh (1MWh) increments to most volumes and term lengths, making it an ideal option for smaller and medium-sized businesses.

BENEFITS
- Ease of business designed, all-in-one solution built for sustainable space, power, and interconnection
- Eliminate high broker fees and time-consuming RFPs
- Avoid billable hours from advisory services recommending costly solutions
- Simplify reporting for claims and compliance
- Flexibility with commitments and scale

RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATION 101
Renewable energy certificates (RECs) are the accepted legal instrument used to substantiate renewable electricity use claims in the U.S.

Each REC equals one megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity that is generated and delivered to the electricity grid from a renewable energy resource.
AVAILABLE THROUGH ALL CORESITE DATA CENTERS

Renewable Energy Certificates through CoreSite are available in all our data centers, located in 10 markets across the U.S. You will be able to buy RECs in any region. If you prioritize buying RECs that are tied to local renewable energy sources, you have that option as well (subject to availability). And, for organizations with facilities in multiple states or energy grids, Renewable Energy Certificates can enable reaching multi-region clean energy goals.

HOW TO PURCHASE

Contact your account representative to fill out a questionnaire about your renewable energy requirements and obtain a quote and contract. RECs will be invoiced as a non-recurring charge for your licenses.